FISH analysis of BRCA1 copy number in paraffin-embedded ovarian cancer tissue samples.
We investigated the BRCA1 gene copy number in unselected ovarian malignancies. Both additional genes (amplification) as well as deletion (loss of heterozygosity, LOH) are often thought to have a role in the initiation or progression of cancer. In addition, if there were little change, deletion studies might help identify BRCA1 mutation carriers. Forty-seven paraffin-embedded ovarian tissue blocks obtained between 1984 and 1997 were used for this study. A sample was "deletion-positive" when BRCA1-deleted cells in the tumor area were significantly different from the benign area. Twenty-five (53%) cases were found to be "deletion-positive". The average age of onset of "deletion-positive" patients was 50.8 years and of "deletion-negative" 57.8 years (P < 0.05). There was no statistical difference between groups in the staging, histology, or prognosis. A Kaplan-Meier study did show a trend towards poorer survival for "deletion-positive" patients. FISH permits unique molecular characterization of malignancies at a cellular level. Double amplification of HER-2 and c-myc predicts poor ovarian cancer survival. There appears to be a definite role for BRCA1 deletion in reducing the age of ovarian cancer onset and possibly in overall survival. Further FISH studies of this and other patient sets using additional molecular markers are needed.